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Abstract. In recent years, model-driven approaches and processes have1

established themselves as pragmatic and feasible solutions with tangible2

advantages. Transformations play a central role in any model-driven so-3

lution and, as interest in textual modelling grows, providing concepts and4

tools for supporting a high-level and declarative specification of bidirec-5

tional model-to-text transformations becomes a vital area of research.6

Our paper identifies important areas and scenarios for model-to-text7

transformations that are not or only partially supported by currently8

existing solutions. Based on the requirements of a real-world case study,9

we introduce a new concept that has been inspired by a successful bidi-10

rectional model-to-model transformation approach: Triple Graph Gram-11

mars.12
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tional transformations, pair grammars, triple graph grammars, AST14

1 Introduction and Motivation15

A model-driven approach requires the right abstraction or model for a cer-16

tain task and establishes an appropriate Domain Specific Language (DSL), with17

which solutions can be expressed in a high-level manner. A corresponding model-18

driven process or solution promises a series of advantages including an improve-19

ment of software quality and better support for reusability. For these reasons20

and many more, the model-driven paradigm is establishing itself as a realistic21

and practical way of designing and improving software systems with a short22

turnaround time and tangible advantages [1].23
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Transformations: model-to-model and model-to-text, unidirectional or bidi-24

rectional, play a central role in successfully establishing a model-driven solution.25

In this paper, we focus on (bidirectional) model-to-text transformations, which26

are of great relevance in the context of textual modelling.27

Based on the requirements of a real-world case study, our contribution shows28

scenarios that are not or only partially supported by existing approaches and29

solutions. These include ignoring large text fragments in a text-to-model trans-30

formation, catering for complex real-world programming languages that require31

(partially) manually programmed parsers, and providing explicit support for32

traceability links and bidirectionality. As an answer to these requirements, we33

present a novel bidirectional model-to-text transformation language inspired by34

so-called Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) [2].35

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces our case study,36

showcasing pertinent requirements which are further discussed in Sec. 3, which37

considers state-of-the-art solutions, identifies open problems, and presents pre-38

liminary results that culminate in our current vision for a bidirectional model-39

to-text transformation language. This is informally introduced in Sec. 4 based40

on the requirements of the case study. Section 5 concludes with a brief summary41

and an outlook on future work.42

2 Case Study43

In the last two years, we investigated the field of Model-Driven Automation Engi-44

neering (MDAE) [3, 4] in cooperation with Siemens AG. Automation engineering45

is a complex discipline where experts of different domains work in parallel to46

set up highly complex machine systems. As an example of such a system, we de-47

cided to explore a high-bay warehouse storage and retrieval system that consists48

of many components such as motion control units, communication devices, and49

drive units. The different domain experts involved in the development process50

typically use their own well established and trusted domain specific workflows,51

processes, and tools.52

To reduce the complexity of the case study, we focused on two typical types of53

information in different domains: A set of commands in Statement List (STL)3 in54

automation engineering, and a Location Oriented Structure (LOS)4 in electrical55

engineering. In this case study, we provide engineers with a new tool that enables56

them to synchronise data created and/or modified using their own different and57

established tools. Setting up such a tool integration requires close collaboration58

with domain experts to identify relevant aspects of each tool in a corresponding59

metamodel5, and to define a set of correspondences as traceability links that can60

be used to ensure consistency. Keeping a program in STL consistent with an61

3 STL in SIMATIC STEP7 corresponds to the “Instruction List” language defined in
IEC 61131-3.

4 Defined in IEC 61346-1.
5 A model that describes other models.



LOS model requires a bidirectional model-to-text transformation as STL code62

must be parsed (text-to-model) and LOS models unparsed (model-to-text).63
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Fig. 1. Workflow and central components of our tool integration case study.

As depicted in Fig. 1, the engineering tools involved are Comos ET (Fig. 1::1)64

for editing LOS models, and SIMATIC STEP7 (Fig. 1::2) for editing STL code.65

To integrate these different tools, an LOS metamodel (Fig. 1::3) was specified66

and a tool adapter (Fig. 1::4), to transform from the export/import format used67

by Comos ET to instances of the LOS metamodel, was implemented. An STL in-68

spired metamodel (Fig. 1::5), representing relevant aspects of STL programs, was69

also established, with which the LOS ↔ STL integration could be implemented70

via a bidirectional model-to-model transformation using TGGs (Fig. 1::6), and71

a bidirectional model-to-text transformation (Fig. 1::7) from STL code models72

to corresponding STL programs. The use of an appropriate STL inspired meta-73

model (Fig. 1::5), instead of directly mapping LOS models to text and vice-versa,74

has two advantages: firstly, the model-to-text transformation is simplified, as the75

STL inspired metamodel is conceptually closer to the textual syntax to be han-76

dled, and secondly, the established model-to-text transformation can be reused77

in a totally different context.78

It is important to note that STL is neither a textual view nor a textual79

concrete syntax for an STL model. STL is a programming language used to80

specify the tasks to be run on a SIMATIC Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)81

and is defined by Siemens AG. In our context, the STL inspired metamodel is82

intentionally incomplete and can be regarded as an abstraction of a complex83

programming language, suitable for the specific integration. This metamodel is84

the result of intense collaboration with domain experts and has been extended85

and refined in an iterative manner.86

Figure 2 depicts a simplified version of the STL inspired metamodel for our87

case study. A program in STL consists of files that may either be organisational88
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Fig. 2. A metamodel for a small excerpt of STL, relevant for our integration.

blocks (OBs) or functions (FCs). An FC file contains concrete commands to89

control and/or use certain devices or device items that are to be programmed,90

e.g. the movement of a motion unit dependent on the output of some sensor. In91

an OB file, different environment variables are set and the execution order of92

the FCs is coordinated. An FC can be used or invoked from an OB via CALL93

commands in the OB file. These call commands are, for example, of the form94

CALL FC 32; where 32 is the address of some FC. As a first iteration, we focused95

only on the usage of FCs by an OB, which has a title and a comment. All other96

details of STL are left out and handled as static text fragments.97

The other data structure to be integrated is described by the LOS metamodel98

(Fig. 1::3) that specifies the structure of a machine system from a more physical99

point of view. The system is classified starting from the installation location100

and along its placement relationships (e.g. a device is placed inside a control101

cabinet). As our focus in this paper is on the required bidirectional model-to-102

text transformation, we will not go into further details on the LOS metamodel.103

LOS models and corresponding STL code have points of tangency, where104

information is represented in both forms. As an example, consider a certain105

drive device in an LOS model, representing an axis of a storage and retrieval106

machine of the high-bay warehouse system, which is programmed via an FC107

file in STL. Such explicit coupling enables the exchange of information in a108

bidirectional manner. The goal is to support engineers within their established109

workflows by providing a powerful tool that enables fast information exchange110

and consistency checks. Once again, as we focus on the necessary model-to-text111

transformation, the integration model for the case study is not discussed further112

(cf. [4] for details).113

The presented case study requires a tool integration technique that supports114

the following requirements:115

– Information has to be exchanged in both directions, from a specific STL116

program to a specific LOS model and vice-versa. Therefore, bidirectional117

transformations are necessary.118

– Established workflows using standard engineering tools (e.g. Comos ET for119

LOS and SIMATIC STEP7 for STL) have to be supported and comple-120

mented and cannot be changed by enforcing the use of a new and different121



tool or editor. Therefore, a technique has to be developed that enables us to122

use the data as provided by the corresponding tools.123

– Clear and simple interfaces for integrating and using possibly preexisting124

parsers and metamodels built with standard tools (parser generators, CASE-125

tools).126

– The integration with a standard programming language requires an iterative127

process of abstracting from irrelevant parts of the textual syntax and focus-128

ing on aspects that are relevant for the integration. In our experience, this129

corresponds to how domain knowledge is obtained in numerous discussions130

and meetings with domain experts.131

3 Related Work132

State-of-the-art (bidirectional) model-to-text transformations can be grouped133

according to different criteria. An important and very general classification is134

achieved by making a clear distinction between approaches for supporting con-135

crete textual syntaxes for new DSLs, and approaches for dealing with arbitrary136

and often preexisting fixed textual (programming) languages.137

3.1 Support for defining a new concrete textual syntax138

When choosing a textual concrete syntax for a Domain Specific Language (DSL),139

one usually has the freedom to define the textual representation from scratch140

– possibly inspired by a pre-existing domain specific notation. For lightweight141

DSLs, it is furthermore vital to be able to implement the textual concrete syntax142

and appropriate tool support, as fast and as easily as possible. For a further143

detailed classification and evaluation of approaches that fall into this group,144

please refer to [5].145

Current challenges in this group include automatically generating tool sup-146

port, supporting incremental updates, and providing an intuitive means of spec-147

ifying the textual syntax, from which a parser, possibly an unparser (if bidi-148

rectionality is to be supported), and tool support like editors, outlines etc. can149

be generated. A viable solution ([6], [7]) is to provide a syntax driven editor,150

that treats the textual syntax as a view of the actual model. Furthermore, many151

approaches are grammar-based ([7], [8], [9]) and require the user to specify the152

textual syntax using usually an EBNF-like grammar, from which a metamodel,153

parser, editor etc. are generated.154

3.2 Support for arbitrary pre-existing textual languages155

The second group of model-to-text transformation approaches – according to156

our general classification – aspires to cater for arbitrary textual languages and157

does not assume a direct 1:1 correspondence with a model. Moreover, the syntax158

of the targeted textual language is usually fixed and cannot be changed at will.159

Members of this group include mostly unidirectional approaches such as parser160



generators (ANTLR [10]), and template languages (Xpand [11]). In this group,161

bidirectional approaches [12] are usually restricted to a specific metamodel and162

are not meant as a general framework for specifying arbitrary model-to-text163

transformations.164

Challenges here include explicit support for bidirectionality and traceability165

links, and a high-level, intuitive and homogeneous language for specifying the166

actual transformations in both directions simultaneously.167

3.3 Identified challenges and open problems168

Based on our case study (Sec. 2) and the experience gained working with our169

research partner (Siemens AG), we were able to identify the following points170

that are indeed relevant for a wide range of scenarios including tool-integration,171

and are not – or only partially – supported by state-of-the-art solutions:172

Enabling an iterative process: Handling parts of the textual syntax that173

are irrelevant for the current model is an important prerequisite for an itera-174

tive process. In our experience, domain knowledge about the textual syntax is175

constantly extended and corrected in several meetings with clients and domain176

experts. This is only possible if one is able to focus on a few aspects of the tex-177

tual syntax at a time and treat the rest as static textual fragments that have to178

be present, but are currently irrelevant for model creation.179

Working with arbitrary parsers: Preexisting textual languages are usually180

already in use in a company or by a certain tool. This implies that parsers prob-181

ably already exist for the language and should not be reimplemented. In some182

cases, the nature of the language (e.g. syntactical extensibility) requires a specific183

kind of possibly hand-written parser. It is, therefore, sometimes problematical to184

require a certain grammar and generate the corresponding parser automatically.185

A general solution must provide a simple interface for connecting to arbitrary186

parsers, and not aspire to replace powerful and stable parser generators.187

Not enforcing a certain editor: As is clearly the case in our case study based188

on SIMATIC STEP7 – it is often simply impossible to impose a certain editor.189

In the context of tool-integration (Fig. 1), a major goal is to be able to deal190

with changes made using the corresponding tools. Solutions that rely on specific191

features of syntax driven editors are therefore not generally viable in the case.192

Ensuring replaceable templates: We propose keeping templates as simple193

as possible to ensure that they remain a clean, replaceable view of the AST of194

the textual syntax [13].195



Providing explicit support for bidirectionality: Almost all approaches do196

not explicitly support bidirectionality and require the user to completely switch197

tools/languages. We propose providing support directly in the transformation198

language and argue that bidirectionality is often a necessity (such as in our199

case study) and is – in the majority of cases – always advantageous (e.g. for200

traceability links, handling manually edited code, etc).201

Providing an intuitive, high-level transformation language: A major202

problem with many code generators is that the resulting system is on a low level203

of abstraction and is hard to maintain, retarget or reuse in a different context.204

A solution would be to use a high-level declarative transformation language.205

The possibility and advantages of using Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) to206

implement a bidirectional model-to-text transformation has been considered and207

argued by [14]. However, as a concrete implementation of a necessary parser208

and unparser is not discussed, we propose a solution that is inspired by TGGs209

but explicitly caters for the necessary interaction of all components (parser,210

templates and metamodel).211

3.4 Preparatory Work and Results212

In the context of our research cooperation with Siemens AG, an initial prototype213

was implemented for our case study. We chose a grammar-based approach, gener-214

ating a parser, templates and a rudimentary metamodel from a code specification215

in simple EBNF with additional layout information. Our prototype supports fully216

bidirectional model-to-text transformations but is restricted to languages that217

can be expressed by our grammar. The lessons that we learnt and the experience218

gained include focusing on the actual transformation and interaction of standard219

parsers, user-defined templates and metamodels, rather than automatically gen-220

erating the necessary components. Further work on an ANTLR based solution,221

leveraging ANTLR’s tree grammars for abstracting from a parse tree, has led to222

our final vision – discussed in the following chapter – which uses pattern match-223

ing to allow for a declarative (what and not how) specification. Furthermore, it224

addresses all of the challenges identified in Sec. 3.225

4 Code Adapters with Pair Grammars226

Concepts in metamodelling in general and model transformations in particular,227

can be formalised, using the well researched and formally founded field of graph228

theory. As models consist of objects (nodes) and links (edges), the terms model229

and graph can be used synonymously. Along similar lines, model transformations230

can be formalised using graph grammars [15].231

Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs), introduced by Schürr in 1994 [2] were in-232

spired by Pratt’s Pair Grammars, originally presented in 1971 [16]. The mo-233

tivation for TGGs was to establish a declarative, intuitive and bidirectional234

model-to-model transformation language. Two models are coupled explicitly via235



correspondence links, by describing the coupling on the meta-level using TGGs236

to integrate the metamodels of the two modelling languages, being considered.237

On this meta-level, a set of declarative rules is also defined that express under238

which conditions elements from the two models are to be associated and how239

to create the appropriate correspondence links. TGGs describe the simultaneous240

evolution of three models (source, target and correspondence), which, although241

compact and intuitive to specify, cannot be used in practice. For this reason,242

different transformators are derived from a TGG that implement forward and243

backward transformations, consistency checks, and correspondence link creation.244

These transformators handle the necessary pattern matching and rule applica-245

tion conditions, as well as object creation. The reader is referred to [17] for the246

latest state-of-the-art TGG theory.247

The advantages of a model-to-text transformation language inspired by TGGs248

include explicit support for bidirectionality and traceability links, a high-level249

intuitive specification of the transformation [14], and a seamless user experience250

for continuing with our bidirectional model-to-model transformation language251

(TGGs). Our approach reflects back on the original idea and motivation for252

using pair grammars, namely, coupling a textual syntax with a corresponding253

graph grammar (metamodel).254

MOFLON is a meta-case tool developed at the real-time lab at TU Darmstadt255

and supports, amongst other things, setting up a tool integration environment256

[18]. To communicate with the tools involved, tool adapters are partly generated257

and have to be implemented to enable communication with the corresponding258

tool, either online via a tool API, or offline via an import/export of a tool-259

specific persistence format. We regard our pair grammar solution as a means260

of implementing a code adapter, thereby treating a certain textual syntax as261

just another tool-specific format in the context of a tool integration. Further262

applications include code generation and model extraction for arbitrary models.263

With our extension, MOFLON would not only be a framework for metamod-264

elling and specifying bidirectional model-to-model transformations, but also a265

flexible and homogeneous framework for specifying bidirectional model-to-text266

transformations and thus code adapters, code generators, or model extractors267

depending on the concrete use case.268

4.1 MOCA (MOFLON Code Adapter Framework)269

Figure 3 depicts all components and the data flow in our envisioned framework.270

The central component here is a pair grammar (Fig. 3::1) that specifies the con-271

nection between instances (Fig. 3::2) of the user-supplied metamodel (Fig. 3::3)272

and relevant parts of the text in an AST (Fig. 3::4). In the following Sec. 4.2,273

we will discuss the declarative pair grammar for our case study.274

When going from model to text, the AST is generated for a corresponding275

model according to the rules in the pair grammar and transformed into text276

by an unparser (Fig. 3::5). The textual representation of an AST is unique as277

the tree structure can always be traversed in the same way (e.g depth-first).278

Specifying the textual representation for the AST is an iterative process, as the279



user starts with a default textual representation, and can add, change or replace280

templates to decorate nodes in the AST and thereby structure and extend the281

textual output as required. This set of templates (Fig. 3::6) defines the static282

parts of the textual syntax that were ignored by the parser and should be added283

for a complete result. Fig. 3::7 represents the textual syntax generated by the284

unparser and may consist of an arbitrary number of files.285

For the text to model transformation, this code is passed on to the parser286

(Fig. 3::8) that decides which parts of the text are relevant and which not. This287

abstraction results in a concise Abstract Syntax Tree (Fig. 3::4) that is most288

suitable for the current transformation. The parser is an important component289

that the user must provide if a text-to-model transformation is required – for290

example using a parser generator or other means. The interface to our framework291

is a simple AST structure that the supplied parser must adhere to. It is important292

to note that the parser must focus on relevant parts of the text and should be293

iteratively extended to include more and more aspects as they become necessary294

for the transformation.295
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Fig. 3. MOCA: MOFLON Code Adapter Framework

In our opinion, this is a flexible, powerful framework that allows the user296

maximum freedom. In our experience, the parser should usually be lenient and297

error tolerant with respect to the input text, while the unparser should always298

produce well formatted and structured code. If the user decides to retain white299

space or manually edited code and formatting, the parser can be implemented300

to be white space sensitive and add the necessary text fragments as nodes in the301

AST. This means that one must distinguish between:302

– static text fragments that are not to be manually edited and can be ignored303

by the parser and subsequently added when generating code via templates,304

– and text fragments that are currently irrelevant for model extraction but305

can be manually edited/formatted by the user and should be preserved.306



The latter cannot be completely ignored by the parser but should be added307

without further analysis as nodes in the AST. These can then be added to the308

model as simple attributes6 with the corresponding textual content and written309

out unchanged when generating code. For simple textual syntaxes, [12] shows310

that a rudimentary parser can be generated directly from the specified tem-311

plates and does not need to be implemented. Our framework fulfils all identified312

requirements in Sec. 3.3, and the focus is clearly on the specification of the313

transformation (Fig. 3::1).314

4.2 Pair grammar for our case study315

A pair grammar consists of a set of rules. Each rule specifies how an AST frag-316

ment and a model fragment are to be built in parallel. Analogous to TGG theory,317

a set of forward and backward transformators can be derived from the rules that318

transform a model to an AST and vice-versa. As the right part of every rule is319

always an instance of the same simple AST-metamodel, we propose to simplify320

the specification by only requiring rules directly at the model level and deriving321

the necessary rule schemas at the metamodel level automatically. This is possi-322

ble, because the AST metamodel is fixed and only contains simple concepts of323

a folder, a file and generic nodes with single values.324

Figure 4 shows the three rules necessary for a simplified version of our case325

study. The left part of the rule is a valid fragment of an instance of the user sup-326

plied metamodel. Only elements and associations compatible to the metamodel327

can be used. Elements annotated with a “++” are to be created by the rule and328

do not need to be present for the rule to match. Elements without a “++” form329

the context of the rule and must be present for the rule to match7.330

The right part of the first rule transformOB describes the overall structure of331

an STL project. A folder (stl project) contains a single OB file (OB1.STL) and332

multiple FC files. The OB file, as a file node in the AST, contains three ordered333

children: (1.) a node representing the title, (2.) a node ’CALLS’ containing all334

function calls as children, and (3.) a node representing a comment. Nodes in the335

AST are either folders or files with names, or generic nodes with a single value.336

The value can be explicitly specified (e.g. CALLS) or left variable (e.g. <val>).337

The parts of the rule in square brackets are not part of the grammar and just338

indicate that the subtrees, if present, would match the subrules transformFC339

and transformCALL.340

The links between elements on different sides of the rules are so called trace-341

ability links and constitute a correspondence model that can be used to transfer342

attribute values, and specify further rules. This first rule transformOB consists343

only of elements marked with a “++” and, therefore, has no prerequisites or344

context and can always be matched and executed. The rule decides what model345

elements and nodes should be created by interpreting the corresponding struc-346

ture and order of children of nodes in the AST.347

6 With sensible default values.
7 To increase readability, links in Fig. 4 are not annotated with “++” but of course,

also have to be created.



transformOB:
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Fig. 4. Pair grammar for our case study



The second rule in Fig. 4 requires that a folder already exists (folder on the348

far right doesn’t have a “++” and thus belongs to the context of the rule). If an349

existing folder is found (e.g. after executing transformOB), every file whose name350

is not “OB1.STL” is linked to an FC element with the appropriate address. The351

additional constraint is specified as a condition to the rule and must be fulfilled352

for the pattern to match (transformFC[name != ‘OB1.STL’]). The distinction353

between context and non-context elements in a rule allows for a declarative and354

high-level specification of what and not how – and can be implemented with a355

pattern matching engine [19].356

The last rule transformCALL, is a very interesting rule with a relatively357

complex context. This rule enriches the model by searching for certain patterns358

in the AST. In this case, organisational blocks (OBs) use or call up functional359

blocks (FCs) if a corresponding call statement that matches the address of the360

FC is found in the OB. This is expressed by the pattern on the right part of the361

rule: a folder containing the OB and an arbitrary file are required. Both elements362

should already be linked to model elements on the left part of the rule (already363

translated). Non-context elements with a “++” specify that a “uses” association364

between an OB and an FC exists when a “call” node is found in the OB file,365

which matches the name of an existing FC file with the appropriate address366

(constraint is expressed again by the condition transformCALL[call == val]).367

4.3 Application of our pair grammar using an example:368

In this section, we consider an instance of the STL inspired metamodel (Fig. 1)369

as our input model and go through the steps of transforming it to STL code370

(model-to-text)8. The different rules from Fig. 4 have to be applied to the input371

model. To this end, a so-called forward graph transformator is derived from372

all rules, that expects all elements on the left of a rule to exist already (i.e.373

context objects) and creates the appropriate elements on the right and the links374

in between9. Figure 5 depicts the graph triple after applying the transformOB

:FC
address = 13

:OB

:Title
value = OB1

:Comment
value = aComment OB1 CALLS

aComment

stl_project

OB1.STL
1.

2.

3.

uses

Fig. 5. Model-to-text transformation after application of rule transformOB

375

8 Text-to-model is analogous and will not be discussed in detail.
9 Left → right, hence “forward”.



rule on the model on the left. The result is the creation of a correspondence376

graph with its traceability links (centre of Fig. 5) as well as an AST with a folder377

stl project and a file OB1.STL (right part of Fig. 5). This file has child nodes378

(1.) OB1, that represents its title, and (3.) aComment, representing a comment in379

the file. The child node (2.) CALLS is a structural node in the AST that indicates380

that all child nodes thereof are “CALLs” in the OB file.381

The next rule that can match is transformFC. Applying it to the input model382

creates an FC file with a child node (1.) 13 and a link between the newly created383

FC file and its corresponding FC object (Fig. 6).

:OB

:Title
value = OB1

:Comment
value = aComment OB1

aComment

stl_project

OB1.STL
1.

3.

uses

13

1.

:FC
address = 13

FC

CALLS
2.

Fig. 6. Model-to-text transformation after application of rule transformFC

384

The “uses” connection between the FC object and the OB object now has385

to be established in the AST. This is achieved by applying the transformCALL386

rule to the graph triple of Fig. 6. The result is depicted in Fig. 7. A new child387

node (1.) 13 is added to the node CALLS, and represents the corresponding call388

command in the OB file.

CALLS

FC

:FC
address = 13

13

1.

:OB

:Title
value = OB1

:Comment
value = aComment OB1

aComment

stl_project

OB1.STL
1.

3.

2.

13

1.

uses

Fig. 7. Model-to-text transformation after application of rule transformCALLS

389

To complete the model-to-text transformation, MOCA serialises the AST by390

traversing it depth first:391

– Folder and file nodes are created in the file system.392



– For every other node, a search is made in the template archive for a corre-393

sponding template for the node. If a template with the right name is found,394

it is instantiated and all child nodes are passed as template parameters.395

– If no appropriate template was found, MOCA simply uses the value of the396

node as the default textual representation.397

To complete the round-trip (Fig. 1) the user may now edit the generated code.398

For the text-to-model transformation, this modified code is passed to the parser399

to produce the corresponding AST (Fig. 3). With this AST now as the input400

model, the backward graph tranformator of the specified pair grammar (Fig. 4)401

would create the new STL inspired model analogously to the model-to-text trans-402

formation.403

With this declarative and relatively simple grammar, our case study can be404

completed using TGGs as a model-to-model transformation language to integrate405

our STL inspired metamodel (Fig. 2) with the LOS metamodel and achieve our406

goal of integrating LOS models with corresponding STL code artifacts (Fig. 1).407

Furthermore, a central goal is to achieve – from a user perspective – a homoge-408

neous and conceptually seamless change from model-to-text to model-to-model409

transformations as required for the complete tool integration (LOS ↔ STL).410

5 Summary and Outlook411

In this paper, we identified a series of important open problems that we intro-412

duced with a real-world case study. As there is currently little or no support from413

existing approaches to address these challenges, we presented an informal de-414

scription of a new bidirectional model-to-text transformation language, inspired415

by Triple Graph Grammars [2] and the original concept of a Pair Grammar [16],416

and argued benefits using our case study as a concrete example.417

In future work, we will present a formal specification of our bidirectional418

model-to-text transformation language and underline similarities and differences419

to existing TGG theory. We will continue work on our prototype and strive to420

share a common core with our existing TGG implementation in MOFLON. As421

the current pattern matching engine [19] in use relies heavily on types, we will422

implement pattern matching on the AST (generic and poorly typed) using differ-423

ent algorithms that do not require types and instead exploit the tree structure.424

Numerous applications are planned including a MATLAB tool adapter [20],425

our current research cooperation with Siemens AG (LOS ↔ STL), our internal426

code generator in MOFLON to further bootstrap MOFLON with our own tech-427

nology, and textual syntaxes for our modelling and transformation languages428

(MOF, TGG, SDM) that currently only have a graphical concrete syntax. With429

the experience obtained from all of these diverse use cases, we hope to be able430

to distill a set of common requirements and features (scopes, declaration and431

definition, primitive types, etc.) that can be supported directly as special edges432

and nodes in the AST fragments of our pair grammars. Last but not least, we433

regard a suitable, intuitive, graphical and textual syntax for our transformation434

language as very critical for its acceptance and success.435
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